TRIMESTER TWO

LDG 680: GLOBAL LEADERSHIP & DIVERSITY

**CULTURAL ADVANTAGE: THE NEW MODEL FOR SUCCEEDING...**
REQUIRED  By: HUIJSER
EDITION: 1ST
PUBLISHER: NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING
ISBN: 9781931930284

**RIDING THE WAVES OF CULTURE: UNDERSTANDING DIVERSITY**
REQUIRED  By: HAMPDEN-TUNER
EDITION: 2ND
PUBLISHER: MCGRAW-HILL
ISBN: 9780786311255

LDG 690: ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

**ORG. COMMUNICATION BALANCING CREATIVITY...**
REQUIRED  By: EISENBERG
EDITION: 7TH
PUBLISHER: BEDFORD'S/ST.MARTIN'S
ISBN: 9781457601927

LDG 700: ORG. CULTURE & TEAM BUILDING

**DIAGNOSING & CHANGING ORG. CULTURE: BASED ON...**
REQUIRED  By: CAMERSON & QUINN
EDITION: 3RD
PUBLISHER: JOSSEY-BASS
ISBN: 9780470650264

ALL SECTIONS IN THE MSOL PROGRAM REQUIRE THE SAME TEXTBOOK